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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jUV9HI-M44M


Type in the chat:

What is one word you 
associate with AI?



AI will not replace us
unless we do nothing



Diminished critical thinking

Overdependence on tech



How can I learn what 
differential equations are?

Let’s find out

https://chat.openai.com/share/1601e7d9-1c52-4d69-afca-1231ee3f7e15


AI is a 24/7/365 tutor

Check it out!

https://chat.openai.com/share/b0f1207c-a26a-4eeb-a8d4-654faf6a7526


AI is a 24/7/365 quizzer

Check it out!

https://chat.openai.com/share/4629de9a-81c1-4790-8914-6ac3b12fb950


Lower-value tasks      AI
● Design, prep, delivery, discussion, testing, 

evaluation

High-value tasks     you
● Skill-building
● Building relationships
● Personalizing learning



Type in the chat:

What part of your teacher 
role do you like the least?



bit.ly/simiodewinkel



Type in the chat:

What part of your teacher 
role do you like the best?



We can deliver the experience
students hired us to provide

P.S. GenAI         human connection









Type in the chat:

What is one word you 
associate with AI?



Prompts for you

Prompts for your students
Doan Winkel

A bunch of titles

John Carroll University
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